
Arlo enjoys a privileged life as a Citizen of Genopolis - until the     
authorities discover he has a dangerous secret...Usha is a runaway 
slave-girl, stalked by nightmares she cannot understand. Both are    
outlaws in a city gripped by terror, where there are few who dare to 
protect them, and even fewer they can trust. A gripping adventure      
set in a chilling future world. 

As Ella embarks on the start of her first relationship with best friend, 
Toby (her new boyfriend), she also discovers her mum's 'Hearts and 
Flowers' romance novels. Suddenly, she realises that there's a whole lot 
more to this dating business than meets the eye. At the same time, her 
friend Tom has set up an Internet chatroom for teenagers with        
problems, and Ella learns the hard way that life isn't always as rosy     
as it might first seem... 

When sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird gets Marked as a fledgling     
vampire she must join the House of Night school where she will train to 
become an adult vampire. That is, if she makes it through the Change. 
But Zoe is no ordinary fledgling. She has been chosen as special by the 
Goddess Nyx and discovers her amazing new power to conjure the    
elements: earth, air, fire, water and spirit. When Zoey discovers that the 
leader of the Dark Daughters, the school's most elite group, is misusing 
her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey must look within herself to embrace her 
destiny - with a little help from her new vampire friends. 

He is coming to kill me. Now would be a good time to run. I cannot run. 
I am too afraid to run. Paul Varderman could be at any normal school - 
bullies, girls and annoying teachers are just a part of life. Unfortunately 
'normal' doesn't apply when it comes to the school's most evil bully. 

Flick loves to play ‘Would you Rather?’ with her friends: 
Daddy or chips? Boyfriend or career? Snog or marry? Life is all about 
the choices you make, and all around her Flick watches her family grap-
ple with    life-altering decisions. When Flick's dad discovers that he's 
adopted, so    begins a mystery that leads him to a long lost secret at the 
very heart of their family - one that leads back to a choice that was made 
many years ago, and once uncovered, will rock Flick's world ... 

Warning: The content of these books may contain bad language, violence or 
sex.  Only take out if parents / carers would not disapprove of your choice. 

When investigative journalist, Ben Maddox, is thrust full-throttle into a 
story for Zephon television, he knows he's in over his head. The story - 
that of a South American exile, Claude Chaumet, who is about to be  
deported - is causing a real stir. But as he digs deeper, he realises that 
what's really important is being prepared to fight for what you believe in. 
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A gripping and emotionally searing novel from a talented author, Look-
ing for JJ explores the circumstances and motives behind the murder of 
a child - by her friend. Six years later, JJ has now been released, and 
has a new identity. But is there any way that she can lead a ‘normal’ 
life? 

James Bond is back, aged 13 years. The original superspy. A global 
phenomenon . A hero every boy wants to be, and every girl wants to 
know.  The dark waters around a remote Scottish castle hold a sinister 
secret.  One man with a thirst for power will use it—whatever the cost.  
Silverfin is dangerous. Silverfin is the future.  Silverfin must be       
destroyed! 

Beating 12,000 other girls to become the newest model on Fierce's 
books is Laura's dream come true. But she knew it was bound to    
happen sooner or later. She's gorgeous - everyone thinks so.  But 
when the thrill of winning fades, Laura is alone in London, in a    
shoebox bedroom with three fame-hungry flatmates. Being beautiful 
isn't enough now ...not when her booker thinks she's way too fat, and 
her devoted boyfriend isn't the rock she thought he was.  Laura's got 
to make some difficult decisions. And time is running out ... 

Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one 
yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every winter, she watches him but 
every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays 
in the frozen woods, with the protection of the pack. In summer, he has 
a few precious months to be human ...until the cold makes him shift 
back again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they can't 
bear to be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay human - or 
risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever. 

Sara Carter wants to be famous. Fame is her obsession. So when       
legendary rock star Jonathon Heat offers her star training and the      
cosmetic surgery she thinks she wants, Sara can't believe her dream 
will come true. But Jonathon Heat doesn't want Sara's talent. Jonathon 
Heat wants Sara's face.  

When 15-year old Chas finds a website asking people to write to         
prisoners on Death Row, he thinks it would be funny to get letters from a 
murderer.  He writes to an inmate, pretending to be his mum, but the 
chilling replies are not at all what he expects! 

 
 

'The Dark seeps in and eats the light, so bury your fear on Sorry 
Night. For in the winter's darkest hours, comes the feasting of the 
Vours'. On the longest night of the year, Reggie and Aaron dare each 
other to test the legend of Sorry Night. But what they thought was a 
midnight game has awakened something evil, something relentless, 
and something unstoppable. Your worst fear is here... 

Things get tricky when Shiraz ends up getting a job as PA to a Premier 
league footballer and his wife - Carrie had her heart set on it and she's 
furious, but how could Shiraz turn it down? She's not long into the job 
before Shizza realises that this celebrity lark isn't all it's cracked up to 
be...And at the end of the day, she really, really wants to be a writer. 
But what about Wesley? Can she really leave him behind for good? 

Sixteen-year-old Clary Fray is an ordinary teenager, who likes hanging 
out in Brooklyn with her friends. But everything changes the night she 
witnesses a murder committed by a group of teens armed with         
medieval weaponry. The murderers are Shadowhunters, secret warriors 
dedicated to driving demons out of this dimension and back into their 
own. Drawn inexorably into a terrifying world, Clary slowly begins to 
learn the truth about her family - and the battle for the fate of the world. 

A terrorist doesn't let strangers in her flat because they might be under-
cover police or intelligence agents, but her children bring their mates 
home and they run all over the place. The terrorist doesn't know that a 
kid has bugged every room in her house, cloned the hard drive on her 
PC, and copied all the numbers in her phone book. The kid works for 
CHERUB. CHERUB is not James Bond. There are no master criminals 
or high-tech gadgets. CHERUB kids live in the real world. They slip 
under adult radar and get information that sends criminals and terrorists 
to jail. For official purposes, these children do not exist. 

I'm Annabel. My 'best friend' Sophie is spreading rumours about me. 
My family is slowly falling apart. It's turning into a long, lonely        
summer, full of secrets and silence. But I've met this guy who won't let 
me hide away. Will I ever find courage to tell him what really happened 
the night Sophie and I stopped being friends? 

The Middle Country, home of the Otori clan is ruled by a benign but 
weak leader while in the East, the warrior-like Tohan are gathering 
power. On the plain of Yaegahara the clans clash in a bloody battle that 
leaves Otori Shigeru desperate for vengeance. Meanwhile, in a remote 
mountain village, a boy is born gifted with the supernatural skills of his 
father, once the deadliest assassin of the Tribe. 


